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Dear VJ Readers

E DI T O R I A L
It seems “it’s that time of year” – again, the
‘Christmas season’ (no longer content with it
being just one day it’s now a whole season).
I had a surreal moment in the supermarket
the other day when I looked to the left of me
and saw cheap and tacky plastic crap on sale
for Halloween and then when I turned to
the right I saw cheap and tacky plastic crap
on sale for Christmas! At the time my body
actually had an immediate physiological
reaction which in turn created a spontaneous physical movement. Granted it probably
looked like a grown woman doing interpretive dance whilst making some primeval
groaning sound but it was actually her body
and soul momentarily collapsing under the
pressure of modern life in aisle 6. The sound
that emanated from the depths of my very
being wasn’t exactly a word but it sounded
like “eeuugh”. This was followed by a more
clarified and slightly more dignified; “No I
do not have the energy for this consumeristic crap anymore”. As my seven year old
looked on horrified I pronounced to anyone
within ear shot that; ‘NO, uh huh I am just
not doing it anymore’.
And I mean it. No more Xmas at my house.
No more counting the days down, no more
rushing around last minute trying to buy
‘thoughtful’ gifts. Just no more Christmas
induced frenzy.
But as my good friend said –“that’s OK for
you because you’re not a Christian”.

That’s right Christmas is a religious holiday…. Don’t let your own religious beliefs
be marketed and sold back to you under the
guise of goodwill and giving.
If “Christmas as part of religion” is your
excuse to go out and consume like crazy,
remember ‘Christ’ was NOT a Christian and
he certainly did not practice consumerism
as a form of religion. Stop and consider - do
you really think that our version of ‘Christmas’ was the message Jesus intended?
“All people are created equal but privileged
first world people are created more equal
than others and to honour me you must
buy more overpriced, useless, plastic junk
to give to those who already have one of
everything and forget those other less fortunate people over there”?
No, I’m pretty sure he did not. To paraphrase Jesus - he said feed and house the
poor, be a nice person and love the outcasts.
This coming Christmas my challenge to
you all is: instead of partaking in obedient
and mindless consumerism ‘because it’s
Christmas’ instead just stop and think before
you spend – think of the less fortunate, the
environment and the future. And for our
Christian friends ask yourself WWJD

Freedom Vivian

Readers Forum...
What a smart new cover from Carolyn Russell
– your article “the end of privacy” and “same
nasty product” – couldn’t agree more! Thank
you, Freedom.
David

Rainfall at 4 Wean Way, Federal from
Sep. 26 to October 25 was 36.4mm.

Fluoride Free Northern Rivers Update.
Fluoride Free Northern Rivers now have a
new office in Keen St and we will be doing
legal actions in the future in an effort to
stop the poisoning of our water. Please get
involved. For action
alerts please forward your
phone number to 0411
781 970
Thank you love and light,
Kate

Dear Ed;
In the article, 'There's a new weed in town’,
Watterson states aka Passiflora morifolia “… we
don’t really need another exotic IN* our forests.”
By forests, I assume, we are talking locally indigenous, relatively intact, not depauperate, dry and
wet sclerophyll, remnant rainforest.
I would like him or any reader to nominate
exotic plant species that have naturalised IN our
forests. Can you name one shrub or tree? + To
highlight, camphor, privet, groundsel, crofton,
ragweed, Ageratum, tobacco bush, ad nauseum
have not naturalised IN any.
* I.e. excludes roadside verge.
+ I can name two. I told the authorities only to
highlight their hypocrisy re: wasting hundreds of
thousands of dollars chasing Miconia and Cecropia. As expected, they didn’t act. The one invader
of mature wet sclerophyll is typical of ALMOST
ALL exotics that naturalise. They are no threat to
biodiversity, and in fact ADD to the biodiversity
and its stability –
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Paul Recher

As a general rule I love feedback from readers
and community involvement but I would like to
share a recent phone call with one of our readers
that resulted in a slight but necessary altercation.
I only answered because I did not recognise
the number and thought it was my child ringing from a friend’s phone. The reader had read;
“Same nasty product – different salesman” - an
article about the rebranding of our PM from
the Oct issue of The VJ and decided to ring me
personally to “give me a piece of her mind” - at
6.30pm on a Friday evening.
Like most people I don’t like being rude but
some people do push my patience and test my
boundaries so I explained to her my position
which I will reiterate now so as to not ever have
to experience that kind of phone call again:
•
Firstly – this is my job
•
I stand by every word I ever write
•
You are more than entitled to your opinion
about what I write
•
If you wish to share your point of view
you are most welcome via our community
forum
•
If you have an issue, I encourage you to
write letters to the Editor (via our PO Box
or email)
•
An Editor is not a Doctor or Politian, nor
are we on call or available to the public 24/7
•
I do not have to debate you, justify my
point of view to you or listen to yours
•
After business hours and on the weekend I
do not belong to the VJ – I belong to my
family
•
Just because you vote LNP or are upset or
angry does not make these facts null and
void
•
So if you ring me and I tell you all of the
above and you still insist on demanding an
audience
•
I will hang up on you

VJ TEAM
MEETING
For this month’s meeting, we
would like to invite you, our
dedicated readers, to come along
and have your say.
Where: Lismore Workers Club
When: Tues 17th November
12pm-1pm.
Please register your attendance by
email:
editor@villagejournal.org.au
We look forward to seeing you
there!
www.villagejournal.org.au

New Weed in Town

SEEKING

Mickey Mouse Plant
Mickey Mouse Plant (Ochna serrulata) is a
native of South Africa which produces 5-6
berries per flower head. It has been widely
planted as an ornamental in our area. Unfortunately an insidious invader hides behind
the cute common name. The name refers to
the black fruit which could be mistaken for
Mickey Mouse ears. The fruit is popular with
all frugivorous birds - honeyeaters, currawongs, pigeons, etc. A small bush can produce
hundreds of seeds and most geminate. They
throw down a root system so tenacious that
even a small seeding is difficult to hand-pull.
Ochna is most commonly found in full sun
but happily grows under canopy. It is a serious threat to biodiversity since it can become
dominant in the shrub layer in a natural forest
and has done so on some local private properties. There are 3 species of moth caterpillar
known to eat plants of the family Ochnaceae
in Australia but they don’t seem to like this
plant. [Photos courtesy of NSW DPI]

Advertising Person
The Village Journal seeks someone to help
obtaining new advertising for future editions.
Remuneration is on a commission basis.
The ideal candidate would have:
• Confidence and Vibrance to represent the VJ
to potential advertisers
• Ability to build and maintain customer relations
• The capacity to work autonomously as well as
be a team player.
• The organisation to work to a deadline
• Must be computer literate or prepared to
learn fast
If you think you may have these skills and more
contact the editor
editor@villagejournal.org.au

I t ’s T i m e t o F i g h t f o r t h e R e e f
Turtles. Beaches. Tourists with sunburn. These are the things that
spring to mind when I think of the Reef. Not a Reef-wrecking mining
project.
But that’s what could happen because Federal Environment Minister
Greg Hunt has just granted a new approval for the Carmichael megamine and railway project that’s driving the expansion of the Abbot
Point coal export terminal beside the Great Barrier Reef.
Despite millions of Australians saying they want to keep the Great
Barrier Reef beautiful and protected for years to come, the government
has gone and delivered the mining industry exactly what they wanted.
Six weeks ago the project hit a hurdle when the Federal Court ruled
that Environment Minister Greg Hunt didn’t follow environmental
laws when he approved the mine. But that didn’t stop them.
Now, Minister Hunt has turned around and issued a new approval to

editor@villagejournal.org.au

allow the project to proceed. This decision will mean more dredging,
industrialisation and shipping on our Reef.
And as if that’s not bad enough - the new Turnbull Government is now
considering using your money to pay for it.
We know this project doesn’t stack up and has been plagued with
problems. Globally, coal prices are falling, making new coal projects
unprofitable and the mine’s owner Adani is struggling to secure international and Australian funding.
It seems the LNP government are the only ones willing to support it.
Prime Minister Turnbull needs to rule out any public funding to prop
up this damaging project up through the North Australia Infrastructure Fund.
Fight for the Reef Team

PO Box 760, Lismore 2480

ph 0478 182 770
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Help count koalas for conservation
The annual Koala Count initiated by the
National Parks Association of NSW in 2013
will be held again from 7-22 November 2015.
In its third year the Count is bigger and better
than ever, extended to all four states where
koalas are found in the wild plus the ACT. A
new, GPS-enabled smartphone app, NatureMapr, has been developed especially for this
year’s count, making it easy for koala sightings to be recorded directly to your phone. Of
course you can still enter them at the Koala
Count site: www.koalacount.org.au
Like Save the Koala Month, the Koala Count
serves as a focus for the broader community
to be part of the koala conservation effort.
Friends of the Koala supports it because of
the potential that individuals who are willing
to put aside two and half weeks of the year
to count koalas for a bit of fun may think of
engaging in other koala conservation activities
Last year participation in the Count increased
from 274 citizen scientist recorders in 2013
to 308 and the number of koala sightings rose

•

Fully Insured

•

Registered

•

Police Checked

•

Personalised & Tailored one on one packages

•

Owner operated – ensuring you receive the very best
service for your beloved pet and home directly from
the business owner (Simone)

•

Daily text to let you know how your pet/s are going

from 966 to 1,161. A cord core of seventyfive participants engaged in both the 2013
and 2014 Koala Counts.
You might remember that the Northern
Rivers hosted the inaugural Count in 2013.
It was something of a pilot with 144 recorders across the region counted 503 koalas in
just 11 days. Participation dvropped last year
by over half to 80 recorders who counted
337 koalas. Byron accounted for the largest percentage drop from 33 participants in
2013 to a mere 20 in 2014. Even so, it came
in second after Lismore in NSW for both the
number of recorders and the number of koala
sightings, 64 compared to 75 in 2013.
Citizen science is just that – your sightings
will be fed into the publically accessible Atlas
of Living Australia so any data you collect will
be added to previously collected koala records,
which in turn complement records held in
other data bases including Friends of the
Koala’s regional database. Taken together this
information provides a valuable resource for
planning future koala conservation projects
and developing effective koala management

strategies.
You might be aware that a couple of years ago
Tweed Shire Council nominated the Tweed
Coast koala population for endangered listing under the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act. The Scientific Committee supported the nomination but for some
reason best known to its members decided to
cut back the area from the Brunswick River
to the Tweed-Byron local government area
boundary. Following numerous submissions
the Committee has withdrawn its preliminary
determination and has issued a final determination using the extended area. It is on public
exhibition until 4 December 2015.
To report a koala in trouble, or a sighting (live
or dead), please ring Friends of the Koala’s
24/7 Rescue Hotline: (02)6622 1233. For
information about koalas, their food trees and
how you can assist koala conservation, visit:
www.friendsofthekoala.org or email info@
friendsofthekoala.org or phone 6622 1233.
Lorraine Vass
President
Friends of the Koala, Inc

Complimentary meet and greet and fantastic local specials
and rates
For further information contact Simone on 0421 686 600,
email enquiries@furandfoliage.com.au or message me on
Facebook (Fur and Foliage)
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It is the season when snakes are noticeably
active. Being aware of these facts may help you
if you encounter a snake.
Snakes are more defensive and territorial during
the spring so giving them a wider berth is a good
idea. Many people pass close to snakes every day
but because snakes are so afraid of us and prefer
to stay out of our way, we never notice. Snakes
know where to find the food, water and shelter
in their territory and learn the daily movements
of the resident humans.
In reality, it is only occasionally that snakes and
humans come into conflict -- generally because
the snake cannot make a quick exit. Never try
to catch or kill a snake. Snakes are not normally
aggressive; however, they will defend themselves
if threatened and this is when most snakebites
occur.
Snakes are protected by law and play an important role in the environment. Relocating snakes
out of their territory puts them at risk of not
finding water and food, and they may die trying
to get back home. Also, when you remove your
resident snake, a stranger snake that does not
know your movements may then move into your
territory and increase the risk to you. Remember
that a resident carpet python can be a benefit: it
will easily keep rodents in check!
It is possible to discourage snakes by keeping your lawn neat and disposing of excessive
leaf litter and other garden waste. Do not leave
building materials, woodpiles or compost near
the house. Snake-proof your aviaries, pet enclosures and chicken pens with 1cm square mesh

Reminder
about
Snakes
wire. Check that windows and doors have secure
insect screens and weather strips to close gaps
at ground level. Try to train all family members
to keep screen doors closed. Keep garage doors
closed. Place water at your fence line to minimise the need for snakes to come near the house.
Call WIRES if you have questions.
WIRES will come to the rescue if a snake is
inside a house. If possible leave the snake an
avenue of escape: close the room off and leave
outer doors and windows open so the snake can
leave when it no longer feels threatened. Call the
Hotline for support. If you have a snake caught
in netting, or if a snake has been in the same
position for a number of days, please give us a
call for advice.
WIRES is a state-wide organisation with
branches all over New South Wales. There is a
1300 rescue line and a wildlife rescue mobile
phone app that connect you with Sydney, great
tools if you are travelling around the state and
away from the Northern Rivers. However, if
you live in the Northern Rivers, or are travel-

Changing the game.

Have you ever wanted a game of social sport but
you didn’t have the time or desire to commit
to a regular season? Local entrepreneur Ben
Douglas is all about changing the way we play.
After putting an ad up to find players for a social
game of football and receiving 30+ responses,
we realized that there’s a huge demand for casual
sport. After a quick brainstorming session, we
came up with Footballr, a social website that
helps individuals in a community connect and
play a game of social football. The big difference
between Footballr and a normal club is that the
games are organized by members, and then once
a game has been organized players in the area

editor@villagejournal.org.au

ling in the region, please use the local number.
It connects you to your local WIRES volunteers immediately and ensures the most rapid
response they can muster.
Call 6628 1898. Any time. 24 hours a day. 7
days a week. For rescues and much more. Our
full name is Wildlife Information, Rescue and
Education Service. Need additional information
or educational help about wildlife? Whatever
your concern, our Hotline is for all calls to
WIRES in the Northern Rivers.
Take a few moments to put our Hotline number
6628 1898 into your mobile phone. Next time
you are out and about and spot wildlife in need,
it will be that much easier to reach WIRES.
WIRES is a registered charity, not a government
service, and relies heavily on donations from
the general public. Your all-volunteer Northern
Rivers branch needs various types of assistance
-- as not all members do animal rescues. Call
our local 24-hour Hotline on 6628 1898 or go
to http://wiresnr.org/Helping.html to find out
how you can help.

can confirm if they want to play.
After 2 years of operation, 7000+ members and
over 1000 games operated through Footballr the
goal is to make games available nationally. The
goal is to create 100 free weekly games and to
do this we want to make 250 goals available to
existing and new football groups all over Australia. Once these games are up and running, the
games will all be available on; www.footballr.
com.au
Support our campaign for free social football
everywhere, anytime; http://goo.gl/gHJBT1
Ben Douglas

PO Box 760, Lismore 2480

ph 0478 182 770
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An interview with Janelle Saffin - Part 1 - Talking politics

Walking towards the table to meet Janelle Saffin
for the first time my initial thought was that
she reminded me of the iconic French singer
Edith Piaf and I am struck by just how petite
and without meaning to sound rude but ‘bird
like’ Janelle Saffin is in appearance. Just like
Edith whose nickname was ‘the little sparrow’;
Janelle is tiny in stature and in build so at first
glance she appeared almost fragile. However this
comparison with birds and French singers and
any misplaced notion I might have had about
fragility is quickly replaced by the realisation
that Janelle has one hell of a hand shake. Well
OK then - first appearances out the window and
now- let’s start again.
I have only ever heard Janelle speak publically as the former member for Page but never
in person and I was quite taken aback at how
genuine and forthright she would be. And this is
not comparing Janelle to other Politian’s or VIPs
but in general, compared to ‘regular people’.

Holding my gaze, Janelle speaks openly and
passionately about her life, politics and her ideas
for the future. From the get go I see why she is
so popular amongst locals, as not only is Janelle
generous with her time, answers and honesty,
she also doesn’t appear to second guess or edit
herself nor does she assume airs or talk down to
me or even over me. To my mind these are all
rare and desirable qualities to have in a Politian.
Janelle talks about her past in a pragmatic and
unguarded manner, seemingly keen to share
the knowledge and tools that she successfully
employed to get to her current position. As the
interview progresses it becomes apparent that
not only does Janelle remember where she is
from but that while she holds no grudges about
the hand she was dealt as a young child, on some
level she still identifies with those less fortunate,
and displays a natural or instinctual tendency to
side with the underdog, the marginalised and
the powerless to balance the power. She sees
herself as an agent of change.
See unlike most politician’s, Janelle has known
social and financial disadvantage and what it
means to suffer and struggle, and it seems to me
that this memory of inequality and disadvantage
propels her forward.
Growing up in a rough
working class area of
Ipswich Queensland;
Janelle is the daughter of a single mum.
Back in a time when
there was no single
parent’s pensions and
no support for women
whose husbands either
died or deserted the
family and the woman
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were called ‘Deserted Mothers’. Janelle’s family
lived in public housing in a housing commission estate and life was hard but living with the
stigma of being labelled and ostracized seems to
have hurt more than being poor.
In a reflective moment Janelle says against the
odds she was the first in her family to attend
University and recalls with a smile giving her
inaugural speech in Parliament and at her mother’s pride at being in attendance.
Janelle’s eyes flash fire at times, when discussing
the issues she is passionate about or where she
sees herself as being in a position to advocate
change. At a time when Federal Politics is dominated by privileged, wealthy white men from
North Sydney, Janelle’s openness and integrity
is refreshing and when she tells me that after a
three year break she is up for another round I am
relieved - we need more woman in politics like
Janelle Saffin.
First and foremost, Janelle strikes me as someone
you would want in your corner, who won’t back
down and who will fight the good fight if she
needs to. Which is exactly what this area needs.
Freedom Vivian

www.villagejournal.org.au

CSG Victim - George Bender

George Bender – a cotton farmer from Chinchilla QLD; took his own life after a decade
of bullying by CSG companies – don't let this
farmer's death be in vain.
George was bullied to death. Fifth generation cotton farmer George Bender last week
committed suicide after a CSG company tried
to force access to drill 18 wells on his farm.
It came after 10 years of being coerced,

intimidated and overwhelmed by coal seam
gas mining companies – after already having
his water contaminated and depleted. CSG
companies literally broke his spirit.
Knowing close friends of the family, and as
an Australian citizen – the treatment of him
by these companies is an outrage to me. He
was a well-respected man in the community.
He leaves behind a wife, kids and large family

who loved him. In the heartbreaking words of
my friend, “We will never forget you Uncle
George... The fight will not end here.”
CSG companies drove him to breaking point,
threatened with court cases and terrorised
him until he saw only one way. Media reports
say he ‘died of a broken heart’. It's so upsetting.
George fought not for himself, but for future
farmers. We can’t let his tragic death be in
vain.
Please help me call on the Queensland
Premier to urgently change laws so CSG
companies can't bully and threaten farmers –
and prevent another farmer's death.
PS: For more information on action steps,
Lock the Gate Alliance is working tirelessly to
fight for change: http://www.lockthegate.org.
au/vigils_for_george_csg_crisis_action_plan
#neveragain
If you or a member of your family are needing
support, or information about suicide prevention, please contact Lifeline on 13 11 14.
Lock the Gate Alliance

Calls for Thomas George to resign over
CSG betrayal
In light of Saturday's community gathering opposed to invasive gas drilling
in Rock Valley, convener of the Northern Rivers Greens, Adam Guise, has
today called on Thomas George to resign.
Saturday afternoon saw nearly 300 people pack the Rock Valley hall, determined to keep Metgasco from returning to explore for coal seam gas.
"I'm proud to stand with my wonderful community who are overwhelmingly opposed to coal seam gas exploration in Rock Valley.
"I'm disappointed with our local member Thomas George who got re-elected
on the promise to buy back PEL445. That hasn't happened.
"People feel betrayed because Thomas George has failed to represent them.
"Thomas George has not once spoken in parliament calling for a gasfield free
northern rivers. The only record on Hansard is of him welcoming Metgasco
to the Northern Rivers.
“It’s ludicrous that Thomas George wants Lismore ratepayers to buy back
coal seam gas licences, when his government can cancel licences without
compensation at any time.
"This is unacceptable from an elected member. He should resign."
For comment: Adam Guise, Northern Rivers Greens convener
0497 851 305

Mullum Chemsave Pharmacy is committed to providing
excellence in all aspects of pharmacy services at
affordable prices.
Who are we? Chemsave is a leading chain of retail chemists
offering low prices, huge savings, a fantastic range of products,
and other great benefits to all of our valued customers, while
still providing friendly and professional service and expert
advice from someone you know and trust!

Mullum Chemsave Pharmacy
107 Dalley St, Mullumbimby

6684 6226
www.chemsave.com.au
editor@villagejournal.org.au
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Ter r or i s m a t 3 0, 0 0 0 ft “I pulled apart the plane’s bathroom, at
30,000 feet all his behaviour suggested
TERROR!”
2nd day of October, 2015
I left Penang having wrapped up a story on
Malay-Indian culture, and I took my 2nd flight
of the day from Kuala Lumpur, bound for
Australia. It would be a 7.5 hour flight through
the night that would prove emotionally challenging.
I helped the elderly Philippine lady fill out her
immigration details, beside her sits a Korean
student. Both are heading to Queensland for
their first trip to Australia, and both are peacefully unaware of the fear that would soon grip a
small group of us as the night drifted in.
The three who sat in front of me included
a young lady from NSW, and a father from
Queensland. His son sat across the aisle from
him, along with a group of male carers and his
son’s young soccer team members, scattered
throughout the 360 plus seat jumbo. In between
the two Australians sits an Indian national, also
heading home to Queensland. I had assumed he
was the lady’s partner. He wasn’t.
Shortly after takeoff the two sitting beside me
fell asleep. The Indian man in front of me rises
and heads off for a spell. He is gone for 40
minutes. The lady beside him and the father are
concerned, as he has taken the long walk to the
back of the plane and not to the toilets nearby.
Is he sick? His mannerisms are not lost on the
young lady either. She is concerned. I provide
logical and more positive examples of why he
might be away for so long. I finally see him leave
the toilet as he heads back to us after strangely
lingering there for a while. We ask the man if he
is sick. I offer him Chinese herbal remedies I have
for his apparent stomach aliments. No, he states,
it is a sore throat that irritates him. His communication is limited and awkward. I promptly
provide him with some throat lozenges.
The man becomes fidgety and once again
heads off to the toilet at the back of the plane!
The conversation between the three travellers
and I again becomes merry and an agreement is
forged between us three males as to the desirability of Indian fish curry. Soon, though, the
man becomes fidgety and once again heads off
to the toilet at the back of the plane. He is gone
for 20 minutes. The lady begins to worry, his
behaviour and movements seemed odd indeed,
and she described his edgy movements and shuffling in the seat pocket in front of him, where his
wallet and phone lay. I again provide reasons for
his departure but now I too am more concerned.
We three, begin twisting necks and eyes to the
back of the plane, as the thoughts of terrorism
begin to manifest. We look at what he has left
behind in his seat pocket, discovering the phone
and wallet. I am fast running out of objective
excuses for this man, and when the lady states
that he has been playing with something down
his pants, the father suggests he might be ‘wired
up’ and is now at the plane’s tail! Will his phone
trigger a device that would see us blown to

By Ian Browne Shamrock News
pieces and sucked out of the plane? Or perhaps
an explosion may sound at the plane’s rear as
we plummet to our demise? I lurch into attack
mode! We must now at least alert the plane’s
staff. If we don’t, then what may follow is then
our fault.
The father hits the in-flight staff request light.
The two in front of me lower voices and explain
the scenario. The Australian lady explains how
the man has been scratching all over. I too
noticed his fidgeting and put it down to flight
nerves. The hostess disappears and seemingly
does nothing. The father is worried; I explain
that they are probably relaying passport info
back to KL.
An Australian lady takes her newborn for a
walk up the plane’s aisle
An Australian lady takes her newborn for a
walk up the plane’s aisle. No, this isn’t on; one
man can’t cause all this misery! I won’t have it!
Another hostess is called by the father and she
states that they had knocked on the toilet door,
the man replying that he was OK. The hostess
explained that this is all that they could do. The
appearance of a saviour, an undercover armed
guard, fails to appear. Survival thoughts enter the
fray; I might have to take this bloke down. But
then the toilet door again swings open and the
man is not baring ill-will. He joins us and a hostess asks him if he is OK? The father is less kind,
while trying to protect his son and the young
lady. He begins to heavy him. I watch on. Again
the Indian national is awkward in his defence.
The father leans in on him and demands: “Don’t
you think it is odd that you have been in the
toilet for so long?” Perhaps his military training,
or the accumulated scars of a war service, makes
him less than tactful now. The man smiles as if
embarrassed and shows gentle gestures, but the
father won’t relent.
I pull the cavities out of the toilet walls in
search of the terror within

I leave the toilet the hostess grins wryly. While
the father was interrogating the man, she had
entered the toilet, I guess trained to seek out
any discrepancies. The father’s friend arrives to
support me and the staff. He towers above me.
It is nice to know that there is group of other
men about willing to stop any acts of violence. I
offer further support to the staff if required. The
father’s friend explains that the father has had
military training. I nod, suggesting I noticed a
tattoo that had announced this to me. He also
said that his friend might be over reacting, I
agreed and said that I had calmed him down.
I returned to my seat and speak as subtly as I can
to the father, as suggested by the hostess. He is
relieved. The man notices this communication,
and is aware of the young lady who moves from
her chair to also visit me. She is also relieved. Not
a single soul around us other than the father’s son
had noticed the proceedings. I am also happy
for the man, as he is now perceived as not being
a terrorist. The father though continues to keep
an eye on his movements; especially the area of
his body that the lady feared might conceal the
hidden peril. However, a deep sadness enters my
world as something is made obvious to me and
leaves me feeling deeply ashamed.
AUTISM
Among all my other students of varying colourful personalities and educational requirements,
I tutor, teach and support students with Autism
and Asperger Syndrome. Earlier in the evening,
the man’s fidgeting and anxiousness did tell me
subconsciously that he could well be on the spectrum. We all display certain factors anyway so
perhaps we don’t always pick up on some points.
I am very much of the ADD reality. I have been
trained to write educational programs to assists
students with Autism, and behavioural needs,
but many in society are unaware of the varied
intricacies and positives of Autism and Asperger
cont pg9.

The air settles. I am scared, but not a deep fear,
there is not the pulsating of adrenaline coursing through my veins. I begin to feel safer now
that he is at least back with us, and not in the
toilet. I want the father to relax some more and I
want to reassure the frightened lady, who is still
showing kindness to the man despite her fear. I
explain to the father that he must now become
more at ease, though I would check the toilet
for any hidden nasties. The man takes note of
my movements as I enter the toilet and begin
to pull apart the plastic wall fixtures. Is what I
am doing reckless, will I set a bomb off? Will it
go off anyway and I can now buy us some time?
I might find a small plastic knife even; stop the
maniacal assault of a lunatic.
I weave digits through toilet rolls and their holders, move through paper waste, nothing. I am
surprised by the number of compartments I find,
one easily able to conceal horror. As I remove the
wall a pilot light shines out to me. Oh no! It’s
not blinking though, that’s a good sign right? I
remove the adjoining wall frame to get to the
rear of the light and the device. Phew, everything
is as it should be, all part of the toilet room function. I am glad that nothing has been found. As
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I observed him for some time and become laden
with guilt and sadness; this poor soul. He was
already feeling anxious with having to be on a
crowded plane, and now he was being punished
for his awkwardness and inability to communicate his feelings effectively. I explained my
understanding of the man’s behaviour to the
father, who agreed that I was probably right.
To stop the father from again being overbearing
and smothering, though we had every realistic
reason for harbouring morbid fears at the time, I
explained to the father that the man was indeed
just expressing behaviours consistent with areas
within the Autism spectrum. He was fidgeting
to reassure and comfort himself in a stressful
situation. Depending on the personality of an
individual, or their level within the Autism spectrum, some will seek a safe, silent place, where
the overbearing world of sound and social interaction is silenced. The toilet was that place. His
flittering hand, tapping on the magazines in

front of him, his stretching out and then looking
about startled when he bumped someone, also a
reassurance and interaction with his immediate
environment.
The concealed weapon I saw myself, and what
man doesn’t fidget there right? By holding on
there he was also just finding a way to take
the edge off the stress he was going through,
it was neither sexual, nor a danger to us. The
father calmed and actually appeared to nod off
for a spell. I was too sad for the man to sleep. I
thought of his parents, though he was middleaged and held down a good managerial IT job,
they knew that he faced a world of mocking
distrust- and now seen as a terrorist! Perhaps
even his own staff were unkind to him. I wanted
to pat him on the back or hug him. He must
have felt so alone, but then again who am I to
explain what he was really feeling or thinking.
I was his biggest threat!

...continued

Though I uttered not a single unkind word to
this man, it was me he was most concerned
about due to my moving around in the shadows
behind him, and seemingly manoeuvring the
two beside him. He turned and stared full face at
me and it was now my time to gain his forgiveness. I smiled gently at him and asked him how
he was. He appreciated the moment. He turned
back to his front, but as if reading my mind, he
put out his hand out to receive the pen I was
offering him to fill out his boarding details. He
took his time and filled in the Australian resident returning home section. I again offered
him a cough lolly which he accepted.
We had every right to be worried, as this man’s
behaviour was unsettling. However, at the end of
the day all that we had achieved was to condemn
this man to once again search out the isolation
that he felt he could trust. I hope one day our
paths meet once more and I can fill his life with
a kind gesture.

Local man fined $8,000 for dumping asbestos?
Well as far as asbestos headlines go – it could
be worse.

positive for asbestos the builder was issued on
the spot fines totalling in excess of $8000.

We all know dumping asbestos is dangerous to
your health but a local builder discovered it’s
also bad for your wealth when he was recently
caught trying to illegally dispose of asbestos at
the Byron Resource Recovery Centre.

Some facts about asbestos

Staff on site identified the fibro sheeting that
they believed contained asbestos and acted
immediately, cleaning up the waste to contain
the risk to the public and other staff. However
the culprit exposed themselves and the immediate staff on site to an unacceptable level of risk
of contamination.
Samples of the asbestos waste were then sent off
for analysis and after the test results returned

editor@villagejournal.org.au

•

1 in 3 Australian homes containing asbestos

•

All houses built before 1987 in Australia
potentially contain asbestos products.

•

Asbestos products were used in a wide
range of building products including: fibro
sheeting, roof shingles and guttering, vinyl
floor covering and water drainage and flue
pipes.

How do I know if it’s asbestos?
It is important for householders to be aware of
the potential risks associ-

PO Box 274, Lismore 2480

ated with asbestos if undertaking renovations
or repairs. If you are in any doubt you should
contact testing laboratories that analyse building
materials for asbestos and they will advise you
on the correct way to proceed.
The Household Asbestos Disposal Scheme
is still currently available for householders
to purchase asbestos disposal kits from the
Myocum Resource Recovery Centre at a cost of
$25 which include: safety gear, plastic and tape
for wrapping asbestos for disposal and information for the householder on procedures and
requirements for safe removal of asbestos.
To dispose of the kits, householders will need
to transport the contents to either Tweed or
Lismore Waste Facility.
Freedom Vivian

ph 0421 603 253
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Rosebank Public School
Receive the children in reverence, educate them
in love, and send them forth in freedom.
Rudolf Steiner

are warmly invited to attend – whether or not
you have a student at our school. The forum
will kick off at 7.00pm and supper will be
provided.

A week or so ago, all Rosebank students
enjoyed a special morning designed to receive
our 2016 Kinder students into our school
community, show our love and care for them
and create a space for free play - igniting
imagination, inspiring creativity and enabling
connections.
The joint was jumping as we welcomed our
local ‘little kids’ for a Rosebank Playdate. Our
Senior students helped plan and host a morning of wonderful activities: Jumping Castle,
Busy Bee Craft, Face Painting, Dressing Up,
Play Dough, Construction Play, Puzzles,
Games and Imaginative Play. Our small guests
and their mums/dads also enjoyed a shared
morning tea, a song and a story before leaving with a special gift presented by our Year 6
students. The fun continued for our students
as they headed off to Goonellabah Aquatic
Centre for the last day of their swimming
program, including a special reward of time
on the Waterslide.
Recently, our K/1/2 teacher (Nicky Hughes)
and I attended training in Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL). PBL is a method
of enabling quality learning environments
for all children. Rosebank PS will become a
PBL school in 2016, and will hold a Community Forum on Wednesday 25th November
to discuss what we value as a community
and agree on as set of shared expectations for
student behaviour. All community members

•

Kinder Orientation Days and Family
Dinner

•

LUCINDA Film Awards

•

Year 6 Graduation Dinner

•

Presentation Ceremony

The LUCINDA Awards will be a bittersweet
occasion as it will likely be the last Awards led
by Mr Graham Jessup. Mr Jessup is Rosebank
Royalty. He taught at our school for many
years and recently has led the highly regarded
LUCINDA project, enabling groups of Senior
students from many local schools to participate in making short films. For personal
reasons, Mr Jessup is not likely to continue in
the project. We acknowledge and honour his
exceptional contribution to the education of
children in New South Wales.

More fun ahead for Term 4:
•

Aimee, Felicity and Lana to perform at
Opera House with Small Schools Choir

•

Years 3 and 4 Adventure Camp

•

Seniors Camp: Outward Bound at Maranatha

•

Years K/1/2 Mystery Treat

•

Election of Student
Leaders

It’s not too late! If you are looking for a nurturing community where your child can flourish
in an environment that strives for academic,
music and sporting excellence and seeks to
help students grow into compassionate, caring
and contributing community members...
Contact our school office on 6688 2126 to
arrange an appointment so that we can share
more great news about what our lovely school
has to offer. We want to keep classes small in
2016, so don’t delay!
Abigail Sawyer
Proud Principal: Rosebank Public School

Sturdy Secondhand
Steel Shelving, Great
for Garages, Shipping
Containers, Storage Units
& Warehousing.
"As seen on TV"

editor@villagejournal.org.au
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Coopers Creek
Public School

Term 4 is underway already and we have had a
great start to the term here at Upper Coopers
Creek. Our new vegetable gardens are now
complete and we are eagerly awaiting the
harvest from our first plantings. The garden and
lessons based around it are reinforcing concepts
students are learning in science such as transpiration and seed germination. We would like to
say a big thankyou to Dierk and Sandra from
Mandala garden products for all their assistance
with this project.
There are lots of exciting things happening this
term, a group of our talented Year 6 students are
off to the Sydney Opera house to perform with
the Small Schools Choir. Our senior students
will be travelling to Canberra with Clunes and
Goolmangar Public schools for a week long
exploration of our nations’ capital.
While they are away our younger students will
be enjoying daily swimming lessons through the
school swimming scheme.
Sue has chosen and begun work on the School
Concert. This year we will be presenting ‘Life’s
A Beach’. Children have been given their
roles and dance practise is underway. This play
has been well received by the students with
humming of songs in the classroom and dancing at lunchtimes.
If you would like any more information about
our school please call the school on 66882128.

Goonengerry
Public School

Term 4 is now well underway with our new
targeted literacy and numeracy sessions showing amazing results with the children already.
Our fabulous P&C will be holding a Community Garage Sale on Saturday, 14 November at
school from 9am til 1pm. An encore performance of our much talked about ValleyFest
item will be held during the day. Stalls are
available to hire for $5 with proceeds from the
stall go back to the stallholder. Second-hand
goods, bric-a-brac, fresh produce, handmade
goods, plants etc – all welcome!
While our official Kindergarten Orientation
sessions conclude on 5 November always feel
free to call or drop in anytime. We also offer
individual sessions for children who would
benefit from more time spent in the classroom
before beginning school next year. To arrange
additional times please call.
Our flourishing Kitchen Garden continues to
provide an abundance of produce which is turn
is supporting our weekly cooking class and
providing delicious meals for our students each
Wednesday.
End of Year Concert preparations have begun
with our community concert to be held
on Thursday, 3 December showing off the
instrumental, vocal and acting talents of our
students.
This year’s Swimming Scheme will again be
held at Goonellabah Indoor Pool during Week
6. Our one week intensive indoor program is a
wonderful sun safe option for students and less
disruptive to school routines and learning time.
Our combined Small Schools Gala Day
program continues with T20 Blast Cricket this
term. It will be run specifically for our Valley
of Small Schools by Milo Cup Cricket NSW.
The beautiful Goonengerry Playgroup continues each Thursday morning from 9am. We
always welcome new families to come along
and join us for a cuppa.
Tracey Barnes,
Principal

ph. 6629 1270 or 0419 175 775
editor@villagejournal.org.au
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Update November
Rosebank Community Inc has been undergoing some changes in personnel of late – thank
you to those wonderful people who’ve had to
leave their positions on the committee due to
other pressing needs. We are looking forward
to incorporating the new energy on the
committee and holding many more interesting
and enjoyable gatherings in the future that will
inspire many locals and those outside Rosebank to come along and enjoy them with us.
As part of the Lismore City Council’s Community Planning Panels we have identified many
things that, along with other local towns and
villages included in our ‘Eastern’ sector of the
LCC Shire, like Clunes and Bexhill, are interested in improving. One of these is roadside
weeding and planting, to make our beautiful
area even more so, and to that end we recently
did a small planting of koala trees on Mackie
Road, with the aim of planting more rainforest
species there and along Rosebank and
Repentance Creek Roads as well. A bike/
walking track is also mooted for that road, and
a community sign board.
We are working with Rosebank School towards
a Community Picnic at Rosebank Recreation
Reserve on Armstrong Road, opposite the
school, for Sunday 13th December. Watch this
space for more info as it gets closer.
The school is creating a food stall honesty

box in the near future that parents and locals
can donate to, with any excess produce, and
members of RCI have been doing a garden
club there and are hoping to contribute as well.
If you would like to become involved and/
or have input into what we can do with our
local not-for-profit community organisation,
which is owned by the people in our local area,
then please contact me on 0421603253 or
kindred@nrg.com.au.
We are working on having a website soon, to
share ideas and give updates, and holding a
koala forum. If you’d like to attend a fun preChristmas gathering at one of the halls with a
kids’ movie and a smorgasbord, where we all
bring a plate to share, please let us know and
we can organise this get together.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
In community,
Lydia Kindred,
RCI President

We understand that your needs may be changing and at Telstra Store
Lismore, we’re here to provide you with the latest information on Telstra’s
products, plans and services.
Our local team in Lismore are ready, so come in store for a chat today.
Telstra Store Lismore
23-25 Woodlark Street
Lismore, 2480
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Locabiber

							...Moya Costello

A Rosè is (not always) a Rosè is (not always) a
Rosè.
Jared Dixon's 2015 Jilly FIFO Barossa Valley Rosè
is orange-red in colour, extraordinary really, with
a red fading-to-bronzed orange: something like
the robes of Buddhist monks. It has a tart orange
Mirella-jube perfume with ripe, juicy mandarin at
its edge. The oddity comes from its combination
of Marsanne (a white grape) with Grenache and
Mataro (reds). So it’s the Marsanne that gives it
its tart-jube saltiness. Its cloudiness comes from
its limited-interference ideology of making. This
relatively new-style winemaking (a revival of an
ancient practice?) of minimal interference, producing often a cloudiness in the wine, means that the
production of difference on the palate is, for the
drinker, the equivalent of learning a new language.

editor@villagejournal.org.au

Just as with experimentation in any art form, the
drinker has to learn again how to 'read'. But such
learning, is, like all learning, inevitably rewarding.
In the mouth it is interestingly dry: you'd want
to be near salt water when you drank it. A kind
of beach/desert/ arid outlook would suit. Spain
perhaps. The Middle-Eastern coast. Not quite
swimming-tog suitable, but loose-fitting clothes in
ecru/cream would go well. A straw sunhat to boot.
And, and yeah, sunglasses. Peanuts might be your
suitable companions. Or, because of the current
penchant for salting everything from caramel to
chocolate to ice-cream, one could think about
drinking it with these three. It's a Rosé I would not
say no to on a hot summer day. See what liquorice
would be like with it. I think cheese and bikkies
would underplay it. Olive, yes. And taramasalata,
and therefore potentially caviar – but then, what
would I know about caviar?
Another recent wine in the hand-made style –
hand-made incorporating a sense of to experiment
with what is at hand – is the 2015 Jilly White
Wolf of Cumbria Tempranillo and and Gewurtztraminer. This is the most beautiful deep velvet,
ruby red, with a royal purple-blue rim. In aroma it
has the toast and nut of Tempranillo with an edge
of a middle-sweet to savoury biscuit: a Scotchfinger biscuit gone to the dark side. This time, this
mixture incorporates Gewürztraminer, which, to
my mind, makes for that cross-border edge. While
I have come to be primarily a single-vineyard,
single-variety drinker, especially in terms of major
grape varieties, the unusual combinations do make
for the unexpected, and potentially irresistible – if
you have the fly-in-the-face-of criticism streak of

PO Box 274, Lismore 2480

the avant garde.
The 2014 Triennes Rosè,
Nans les Pins, France,
from winemakers Jacques
Seysses and Aubert de
Villaine, has a sweet redjube perfume, and, on the
palate, is something like … well, soda water! Most
annoyingly, I had to go to the website to see the
grape varieties: Cinsault blended with Grenache,
Syrah and Merlot. Though it looks beautiful in its
soft, light-pink salmon, I would not return to it
for flavour. I think it is Cinsault that I'm not a
fan of, associated as it is with cheap, sweet red in
Australia.
I've found a Rogers & Rufus in a Northern Rivers
bottle-shop: their 2015 Rosè. Rosè is all Rogers
and Rufus make, and so far they haven't made
a dud, and that includes the 2015. Although as
I write this, I find I have only ever written up
the 2011. The R&R Rosè had its first vintage in
2009, and I feel like I must have had the other,
in-between vintages, familiar as I am with this
wine. The 2015's most striking aspect is its very,
very pale salmon-pink colour. And of course their
good-looking bottle, with its (relatively) distinct
cloth strip wrapped around the bottle's neck. As
I said of the 2011, this has got to be one of the
great Rosès. Only in press for one-four hours with
fermentation from naturally occurring yeast, it,
indeed has, as the website says, strawberries and
cream and blood orange in a dry and textured
wine. In the case of R&R, a Rosè is a Rosè is a
Rosè.

ph 0421 603 253
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Deep Southern Skies for November 2015
Welcome to a monthly description of our beautiful northern NSW night sky.
HIGHLIGHTS
•
Venus and Mars close.
•
Jupiter and the Moon are close.
•
Jupiter, Mars and Venus in the dawn sky.
•
Mars, Venus and the Moon together.
•
Comet C/2013 US10 (Catalina) appears in
the dawn sky.
•
The Northern Taurid meteor show peaks
mid-month with its slow, colourful fireballs.
THE MOON
3rd
Last Quarter.
8th
Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth
at 405,721 km).
12th
New Moon.
19th
First Quarter.
24th
Moon at perigee (closest to Earth at
362,817 km).
26th
Full Moon.
THE PLANETS
Mercury stays close to the Sun and not to be
seen during November. It moves from the morning sky into superior conjunction (Mercury and
Earth on opposite sides of the Sun) on the 18th
and into the western evening sky.
Venus begins the month close to Mars in the
predawn eastern sky and the distance be-tween
the pair narrows to just 0.7° on the 3rd and 4th
and then Venus drops away toward the Sun. A
beautiful view occurs on the 8th when Venus
is situated between Mars and the 26-day old
waning crescent Moon.
Mars spends the first couple of days of November in Leo before crossing into Virgo. Rising just
before astronomical dawn begins, it shares the
eastern horizon with the brightest two planets,
Venus and Jupiter. The Red Planet and Venus
will be within 1° of each other be-tween the 2nd
and 5th, with closest approach of 0.7° on the
3rd and 4th.

Jupiter’s close planetary companions of the past
several weeks, Venus and Mars, take leave of the
gas giant and moves into Virgo. The planet is
visible low in the eastern sky prior to the brightening dawn. On the 7th, the 25-day old waning
crescent Moon appears 2.5° from Jupiter.
Saturn is only visible low to the western horizon for a short time after evening dusk and by
mid-month will be absorbed into the twilight.
On the 13th, the ringed planet will be a little
south (left) of the 2-day old Moon – a difficult
observation in the twilight but a good chal-lenge
with binoculars. Saturn will be in conjunction
(on the opposite side of the Sun to the Earth)
on the 30th, and will be lost from view until its
return in the morning sky in Ophiu-chus late

December.
Uranus, now past opposition, transits the
meridian (is due north) around 9:30 pm midmonth.
Neptune is high in the early north-western sky
at the end of astronomical dusk in Aquari-us.
The planet appears stationary on the 19th after
five months in retrograde, returning to a west to
east direction against the star field.
DWARF PLANETS AND SMALL SOLAR
SYSTEM BODIES
Pluto, in Sagittarius, sets around 10:30 pm midmonth. Between the 16th and 18th the little
world will be swamped by the
brilliance of Chi Sagittarii as it passes within two
arcminutes of this 4th
magnitude star.
Comet C/2013 US10
(Catalina) after passing through perihelion
on the 15th, moves into

the dawn sky in the latter half of November. It
is predicted to be at maximum brightness of
5.5 magnitude. At month’s end it is rising just
after the beginning of astronomical dawn, about
12° to the lower right of the bright star, Spica.
Unfortunately, the Moon will be in the morning
sky at this time.
METEOR SHOWERS
The Northern Taurids are bright slow meteors active during October and November. The
shower is composed of two radiants of nearly
equal activity ten degrees apart. The North-ern
Taurids peak around 12th November and the
Southern Taurids in October. The Taurids are
frequently bright, slow moving, and noted for
producing amazing colourful fireballs. They are
associated with Comet 2P/Encke, and can be
seen from late evening to early morning. There
will be no lunar interference this year with New
Moon occurring during the peak.
THE SOUTHERN PINWHEEL GALAXY,
NGC 300 IN SCULPTOR
A member of the Sculptor Group of galaxies. In
1834, John Herschell discovered NGC 300 at
the Cape of Good Hope with his 18 1/2-inch
reflector, however, James Dunlop listed this
object in A Catalogue of Nebu-lae and Clusters
of Stars in the Southern Hemisphere, Observed
at Parramatta in New South Wales, pub-lished
in 1827. NGC 300 displays a barless spiral with
wide, loosely wound arms and a tiny nucleus.
NGC 300 has two dominant S-shaped spiral
arms laced with dark lanes and starry clumps
and two other feathery arms forming a weaker S
giving it a pinwheel pattern. Its true diameter is
22,000 light years with a total mass of 30 billion
suns and is 6 million light years away.
Acknowledgements
Astronomy 2015 Australia. Quasar Publishing 2014.
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This Psychological Life
It was the worst of times and is the best of times
(apologies to Charles D)
There is an interesting phenomenon known as
emotional contagion. Just like a virus, emotions
can spread through a group, surreptitiously, out
of our awareness. One moment you’re feeling on
top of the world and the next you feel grumpy
and miserable, and not sure why. Well, yes, it
could be the hormones (male ones as well as
female) and it could be all sorts of environmental
factors that we now know can affect the human
brain and how we feel. There you go, that’s why
you feel so good swinging in a hammock somewhere in Hawaii and less good when sitting at
your desk at work. You didn’t need me to tell
you that but it is much more subtle.
Sometimes it can just be that your boss is in a
bad mood, barked at a couple of people and
then the virus spread like wild fire. A good case
for avoiding toxic people, something I have
learned to do much to my benefit, The opposite
is also true where positivity and good will can
propagate and infect all and sundry.
So it is that Australia currently feels like a great
gloom has lifted from it. The bully, the pugilist
and arch-conservative, Voldemort, has been
removed from office. Unplugged from the
mains, he spent a little time spitting the dummy
all over the place but has now run out of energy.
That antagonism, or should I be more accurate
and call it venality, of his was infectious and it
seemed as if we were all less amiable, more prone
to attack each other, angry. It was like the Death
Eaters (Harry Potter) were at the door and the
will to live was being sucked out of us without
us knowing quite why.

.byStewart Hase

extremes on each of
the left and right wing
political poles finding
fault with everything
without any really
good reason but the
mood has changed for
the rest of us. Centre
stage is Flash, Saviour
of the Universe (Queen), and there is hope.
Even for a left winger like me Flash has something going for him. Mind you, Attilla the Hun
would do well in the polls after Voldemort. And
poor old Bill is about as charismatic as a wet tea
towel. C’mon Albo!
But I digress and should stay away from these
weighty topics such as who can best build on our
recent bipartisan policy failures on the treatment
of refugees, our role in Syria, lack of compassion
to Syrian refugees, coal seam gas, massive coal
mines, global warming, renewable energy, the
list goes on and on.
So, stay away I shall because I am in a good
mood, brought on by the passing of Voldemort
and at least some of the Death Eaters, although
I fear some of them are just being held in check
by Flash but we will have to see. For the time
being, though, I am enjoying the breath of fresh
air. Even more I am relishing the confusion of
the Murdoch press, which doesn’t know quite
what to do although it will find something to
vilify soon. And dear old Aunty seems to have
grown new wings.
Emotional contagion on a national scale.

It now feels like the sun has come out and there
is a peace about the land. Yes, we still have the
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Medical Marijuana Win in Australia
THE GOOD NEWS
The Federal Government has announced it will
legalise the growing of cannabis for medicinal
purposes. Health Minister Sussan Ley said she
had been moved by stories of people who got
some relief from medicinal cannabis sourced
illegally on the black market and that with a
terminal condition, the most important thing is
quality of life and relief of pain.
Cannabis is essentially a wonder drug with
anecdotal evidence that it may assist with treating, prevention or even cure of some cancers
and has been used for millennia by humans to
treat a wide range of illnesses and their symptoms, particularly for anyone suffering seizures.
Cannabis is grown with varying levels of THC
(which is the psychoactive element of the plant
ie -the bit that gets you intoxicated) and can be
used safely consumed in its raw or juiced state as
a health supplement.
The War on Drugs has many unintended
consequences and created many victims. Since
1971 Australian drug laws have been based on
a framework of Prohibition. Some drugs such as
caffeine, nicotine, alcohol, Panadol, Viagra etc.
are legally regulated and others like Cannabis
have been made illegal and yet are still available
on a highly lucrative black market.
While the Politian’s have been playing politics
many people have been forced to break the law
and buy cannabis illegally to treat disease or
the side effects of illnesses such as chronic pain,
insomnia or appetite and weight loss. For some
parents with children suffering life threatening
seizures and epilepsy the choice has been cruel.
Those who have openly challenged the system
have been threatened with police intervention and face having their child removed from
their custody by the state or stop the lifesaving
medication and watch their child slip back into
continual seizures, fits and black outs knowing each time that permanent brain damage is
occurring. Children like Cooper Wallace, a fouryear-old boy whose parents discovered medical
cannabis to treat his epilepsy and spasms.
"If you saw him before, he was wasting away,
he couldn't lift his head, he couldn't move, he
couldn't eat or drink. He's doing all of that
now," said Cooper's mother Cassie Batten.
The NSW Government has committed $9
million for clinical trials and up to $12 million
to set up a Centre for Medicinal Cannabis
Research and Innovation. Victoria has also

announced clinical trials for medicinal cannabis,
but until the change in legislation occurs they
will not been able to legally grow the crop.
Greens leader Richard Di Natale welcomed the
plan but said more needs to be done to ensure
patients can access the medicine.
"We're seeing legislation that would license
growers but really ignores the most important
part of the equation and that is making sure that
people who need this drug can get access to it"
What is being proposed?
Federal initiatives
•
The Federal Government has announced
that it will seek parliamentary support
before year's end to allow the controlled
cultivation of cannabis for medicinal or
scientific purposes. Patients may be able to
access regulated medicinal cannabis as early
as 2017.
•
The Regulator of Medicinal Cannabis
Bill 2014, a private member's bill which
had cross-party support, was to have been
tabled in parliament in November by the
Greens. It would have established a regulator independent from the Therapeutic
Goods Administration (TGA) which
would have overseen a scheme to make
medicinal cannabis available to patients
who qualify for treatment.
State initiatives - The NSW Government has
announced a series of clinical trials to commence
in 2016 and including trials for:
•
Children with severe, drug-resistant
epilepsy
•
Adults with terminal illness, focusing on
improving quality of life and symptoms
such as pain, nausea and vomiting
•
Adults with chemotherapy-induced nausea
and vomiting, where standard treatment is
ineffective.
Last December the NSW Government
announced a scheme to protect certain categories of patients in possession of limited quantities
of medicinal cannabis from prosecution but
patients need to register with the Government.
The NSW Government has also established a
Centre for Medicinal Cannabis Research and
Innovation to oversee clinical trials, research and
education.
Why waste time repeating trials already done
overseas?
With clinical trials
beginning in NSW
into using cannabis products to treat

childhood epilepsy (and to treat pain and nausea
among chemotherapy patients and those with
terminal illnesses), and rhetorical support from
the federal government, suddenly the political
climate seems to have changed towards medical marijuana but there are still concerns about
delays.
The Tasmanian Government is finalising its
involvement in the trial and has offered to
supply participants from the state. However,
trials could prove difficult, with some parents
who use Cannabis to treat their seriously ill children refusing to put them at risk.
Nicole Cowles lives in Hobart and treats her
nine-year-old daughter Alice's life-threatening
seizures with cannabis oil, even though it is illegal. Nicola is adamant that she will not allow her
daughter to be part of the trial because "the risk
of being given a placebo, or sugar water more or
less, is terrifying especially, when her seizures are
so life-threatening and so well controlled now in
comparison to how they ever have been."
Thanks to the Haslams and everyone involved.
This outcome is the result of hard work and
dedication over decades by many committed
individuals, families and groups including Dan
Haslam; a 20 year old diagnosed with bowel
cancer and his families courageous battle to have
cannabis legalised for medicinal purposes caught
the media’s attention and Dan became the face
of ‘medical marijuana’. Dan’s parents Lucy and
Lou who is a former drug squad officer are the
ones championing the cause in the Australian
Parliament.
Freedom Vivian

Latest News from Lucy
Haslam on Medicinal
Cannabis
17 Oct 2015 — Good news. The federal government has this morning announced their support
for legalising medicinal cannabis!!
It comes after the incredible support of 245,000
of you on this petition. It's breaking in Sydney
Morning Herald and on ABC today, and I'm
busy doing interviews around work – but I
wanted to let you know straight away.
Their plan is incredible progress, but I do have
some concerns that it may fall short with the
Government favouring the involvement of The
TGA.
I have expressed my fears to The Health Minister
this morning and she has given me assurances
that Medicinal Cannabis will not be tied up in
regulation and will be made available to appropriate patients in a timely fashion.
Rest assured that I will be monitoring progress
every step of the way and won’t accept anything
less than safe, affordable botanical cannabis
medication being made available to patients in
need as soon as practically possible.
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Federal Film Society review by Pip Morrissey
On Saturday 14 November we’ll be showing
Maya the Bee for the kids and The Salt of the
Earth for the adults.
Maya the Bee is a delightful animated film
about a little bee with a big heart. She dreams
of an exciting life of freedom, fun and adventure and finds the world too interesting to
stay inside a hive! With her best friend Willy,
Maya buzzes out for an exhilarating adventure
of self-discovery, making friends with Flip the
eccentric grasshopper, Kurt the dung beetle
and Sting, a young hornet. The kids will love
this beautifully crafted film.
The Salt of the Earth is an extraordinary feast
for both the eyes and the soul, featuring the
award winning photography of Sebastiao
Salgado. His photographs chronicle major
events of international conflict, starvation and
exodus and the plight of a vast proportion
of humanity rarely seen by western eyes. His
images are not just striking but speak volumes
about the reality of life for many millions in
many of the forgotten parts of the world. The
critical consensus is that Salgado’s work poses
thorny ethical questions while providing a
shattering and thought-provoking testament
to his remarkable and prolific career.
Coorabell Public School will be providing a
Morrocan feast for dinner as well as homemade cakes, tea and coffee.

LOA
With her ‘Feet on the Ground’
By Ian Browne Shamrock News
And I’m glad they are, as I wouldn’t have met
her in Lismore otherwise. It was a meeting of the
mind and soul that we both agreed was beneficial
to us both. In fact, LOA it might be, but that is
her middle name. Tis Nicole Loa Walters: AKA
Nikkie McJungles, and she hails from the steamy
jungles of Papua New Guinea. An interesting
lady, she has also spent part of her life in Hong
Kong. Luckily for us, she calls our neck of the
woods home now too.
If there was ever a sound that emulates a Northern Rivers summer, then LOA has snatched it
from the heavens, marinated it in love; bottled
it, and gave it cicada wings for us all to enjoy.
Her EP, titled: From the Ground’s opening trackThere goes my heart: ah, one of my favourite
genres: Loungie-Trip Hop! Perhaps Morcheeba
meets Lamb? I loved it instantly! Peaceful and
groovy, a cosy sound that ultimately buffers any
stress well away from you as you drift away with
LOA’s energy. Yet, it is followed by an even more
chilled-out jazzy number Feet on the ground,
with crystal clear percussion and chirpy guitar
rhythm; it is great to find such a non-pretentious
sound. On guitar is Bodhi Seed, with Hugh
Jones on drums; Tom Kelly jiving away on da
bass. Got to be rock hard is more flamboyant
and activated, it revels in SKA-Reggae ease and
positivity.
“Together we can do anything, because if we
stand apart, there’s no room for peace!”
Great advice, this song lifts with a subtle empowerment, leaving me to wonder if LOA went
down Natalli Rize’s path, she might well be a
future social connector in the region. Perhaps she
already is, as LOA has ignited the stage at many
festivals up and down the east coast, and over
in New Zealand, including the Nimbin Mardi
Grass, the Earth Frequency Festival, Melbourne’s
Rainbow Serpent Festival, and both the Woodford Folk Festival and Dreaming Festival, to
name but a few.
The final song on the 4-track-EP is vastly different
from the other three. Power of love is somewhat
more of a lament to the power play in society,
and the need to ‘overthrow’ the fat politicians in
our midst, with their craving for the ‘power’ that
ultimately feeds their egos. It is a thoughtful and
clever song. I am very pleased to have met LOA,
and she has gifted me, as the summer has come
early once again, and now my car and abode hum
to the gentle and charismatic call of ‘her’, this
charming jungle born LOA.

On Saturday 12 December we’ll be presenting
What We Do in the Shadows, a black comedy
that chronicles the adventures of four vampire
roommates trying to get by in a modern world
that's not always hospitable to the undead. It
was directed and written by Taika Waititi and
Jemaine Clement, who also star in the film.
This hilarious horror movie send-up features
an endearingly unhip quartet of friends and
follows them through the difficulties of their
nightly routine. They range in age from 183 to
8000, squabble over household chores, struggle
to keep up with the latest trends in technology
and fashion, antagonize the local werewolves,
cruise clubs for lovely ladies and try to deal
with the rigors of living on a very, very strict
diet. This film received critical acclaim with
the consensus stating that it’s ‘smarter, fresher,
and funnier than a modern vampire movie has
any right to be’. It was described as the best
comedy of the year in 2014 with one critic
saying it’s ‘a desperately funny must-see film
for anyone with a sense of humour’.
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WHAT’S ON IN NOVEMBER
Sun 1
1pm
Dirty River Duo
Wed 4
7 – late Not Quite Folk
		
Jam Night
Fri 6
7pm
Jim Bob with
		
Jimmy Willing
Sun 8 2pm
Bill Jacobi
Fri 13 7pm
Dirty River Duo
Sun 15 2pm
Neil McCann Duo
Fri 20 7pm
Conspiracy of One
Sun 22 2pm
Leigh James
Fri 27 7pm
Chris Aronsen
Sun 29 2pm Charlie Keller
See our website for gigs, events,
promotions and more!
ELTHAMPUB.COM.AU

Did you find what you were looking for?

If you contacted one of our advertisers in this issue, let them
know where you found them!
Help keep the VJ alive with advertisers!
advertise@villagejournal.org.au
0421 603 253
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Accounts: Darlene Cook
Advertising: Lydia Kindred
Printed by: Lismore City Printery
We thank the following contributors to
this issue:
Lorraine Vass, Mary Obrien, Schools, Alan
Watterson, Paul Reacher. Kate , WIRES,
Stewart Hase, Al Brockman, Ian Browne,
Pip Morrisey, Lucy Haslam, Lock the Gate,
Adam Guise, Ben Douglas
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medium
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half page

$40
$60
$90
$110
$170

$105
$165
$255
$315
$495

$180
$300
$480
$600
$960

Classified Ads - $5.50 for up to 25 words
Service Directory Listing:
List your business name and phone
number for $30 per year.
The VJ is GST exempt ABN 70106816600
Enquiries to
advertise@villagejournal.org.au

Not-for-profits/community
announcements receive a 50% discount

0415 724 494
6621 9090
0402 443 797
0402 465 488
0449 893 239
0416213645
6684 6226
6622 4996
6688 4705
6684 2816
6688 2153
0457 895 414
6688 2114
0416 043 414
0400 351 019
6684 9313
0420 215 716
6622 3085
6688 2069
6688 4651
6621 5797
04229 38 248

get listed for $3.30/issue or $30/year – ring 0421 603 253 or contact
advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

Massage
Martial Arts
Mechanic / Service Station
Mobile Saw Milling
Mowing & Earthworks
Musical Instruments
Natural Remedies

Bangalow Remedial Massage
SMA Lismore
Clunes Auto Centre
Nicolaus Jungman
Federal Mowing & Earthworks
Son of Drum
Traditional Medicinals
Mullum Herbals
Pelvic Floor Classes
Bangalow
Phone Services
Telstra
Plants
Lismore Garden Centre
Plumber
Mark Horswell
Printers
Lismore City Printery
Real Estate Agent
Elders Real Estate Bangalow
Recycled Building Materials
Magnay’s, Lismore
Slashing
Ron Field
Store
Clunes General Store
Suspensions, Trailers
Ace, Lismore
Timber and Plywood
Lismore Timber & Ply
Tyres
Pirlo’s, Lismore
Vet
Lismore Veterinary Clinic
Waste Services
Richmond Waste

0499 490 088
6622 4799
6629 1270
0428 962 708
6688 4651
04240 46 043
6622 4099
6684 3002
0405 217 953
6625 9023
6621 7305
0419 483 144
6621 5371
6687 1500
6621 5549
6688 2153
6629 1340
66214251
6621 2565
66213561
6622 0033
6621 7431

Not-for-profit groups listed for free – ring 0421 603 253 or
contact advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

Schools and Associations
Public Schools
Bexhill 6628 4233
Clunes
Corndale 6628 4305
Dunoon
Eureka 6688 4272
Goonengerry
Rosebank 6688 2126
Whian Whian
Upper Coopers Creek 6688 2128
Eltham
Preschools
Clunes 6629 1551
Dunoon
Federal 6688 4371
Rosebank
Play groups Clunes - Inga Schader 6629 1674
Whian Whian
Eureka - Megan Noble 66884272
Dorroughby Environmental Education Centre		
6689 5286
Federal Film Society
Anita
Girl Guides Australia
Helen Hargreaves
Dunoon Scouts
Cubs: Lyn Black
Scouts: Graham Pringle
Community Services
Hall Bookings
Whian Whian
6689 5672
Dunoon

editor@villagejournal.org.au

Full details of our publishing
guidelines are to be found on the
VJ Website.

The VJ Deadline is the
22nd of the month

Community Directory

After School Care Clunes Out of School Care6629 1750

All contributions must be original,
not defamatory or infringe
intellectual copyrights, and all
supporting references be properly
acknowledged. Pseudonyms are not
acceptable and authors must supply
full name, contact address and
phone number.

Direct Deposit BSB 728728 Acc 22209300

Auto Mechanical
Six Star Mobile Automotive Services
Bolts, Screws, etc
Bolt Barn
Book Exchange
Zee Book Exchange - Nimbin
Bush Regeneration
Phil Murray 6688 2066 or
Building
Sustainable Home Solutions
Das Miller
Carpenter
Chemist
Mullum Chemsave
Computer Repairs, Sales & Training
PowerMax
Computer Help
Graham McCallum
Dental Care
Little Lane Dental
Ron Field
Driveway Repairs
Earthmoving
Tom Thumb 6689 5414 or
Electrical Contractor
Barry Connor
Electrical Services
Sunshine Electrical Services
Fencing (rural)
Malcolm Robertson
Federal Films
Floor Sander
NJH Floorsanding
Gas
Horn’s Gas
Handyman and Rubbish Removal
Bandhu Thomas
Health & Healing
Byron Health & Healing, Federal
Hotel
Northern Rivers Hotel
Indian Takeaway
Little Delhi

66284178
6689 5013
6688 2191

The views and opinions expressed
in this journal are those of individual
writers, and not necessarily those of
the VJ team. Neither RCI nor the VJ
necessarily endorse products and
services of the advertisers or those
mentioned in the articles

ad size:

Local Business and Service Directory

Corndale
Dorroughby
Repentance Ck

D i s c l a i m e r…

VJ Advertising

6629 1278
6689 5208
6684 9134
6689 5240
6629 1321
6689 5396
6688 2096
66895240
6684 9313
6689 5254
6628 8588
6628 2820

6689 5577
Rosebank
6688 2220
Federal 0497 074 709
Eureka
6688 4217

Lifeline
Bangalow gardening club
Landcare

131114
Margaret Byrne
Fox Road
Phoenix
Rosebank 6688 2220
Whian Whian
Wildlife Carers
Rosebank Koala Rescue
Northern Rivers Wildlife Carers
WIRES Northern Rivers Rescue Hotline
Friends of the Koala Hotline number
Emergency Services
FIRE / AMBULANCE / POLICE		
Hospitals
Lismore 6621 8000
Byron Bay
Fire Permits

Rosebank

Federal John Nardi
Goonengerry
Boat Harbour
Clunes
Dunoon

PO Box 274, Lismore 2480

De Condos
Didier Marceau

6688 4151
Hodgson
Waddell
Johnston
Feebrey

6688 2263
6689 5716

Eric Kinchin

6622 4133
6688 2222
6688 2217
6629 1162
6689 5696
6688 2217
6628 1866
6628 1898
6622 1233
Dial 000
6685 6200
6688 2217

Hugh Campbell
0459 415 938
6684 9153
Martin 6684 9234
6628 4382
Butler 6628 4118
6629 1270
Battistuzzi 0412 742 741
6689 5438
Watts 6689 5359

McDougall 0409 425 551

ph 0421 603 253
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November 2015

Red-Necked Wallaby Porthole - Alex Wilson

SUNDAY

MONDAY
01

TUESDAY
02

WEDNESDAY
03

Lismore Car Boot
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Byron Bay Market

08

09

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Channon Market

15

16

23

24
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.3011AM

Bangalow Village
Market

28

17
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Lismore Car Boot

22

10

29

30

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

villagejournal.org.au

phone 0478 182 770

THURSDAY

04

FRIDAY
05

SATURDAY
06

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

11

12

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Byron Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

18

19

20

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Byron Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup 9.30 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

01

02

Byron Farmers Market
Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

editor@villagejournal.org.au
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Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

26

14
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Bangalow Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

Byron Farmers Market

25

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

13

Trivia 6.30PM @
Eltham Hotel

VJ Team Meeting @
Lismore Workers Club
12pm

Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

07

27

28

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

03

04
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market
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